
MEETING: SXTAL DIF/CS SOFTWARE MEETING 

 

DATE AND PLACE: 07 / 12 / 2012  - ILL 

 

PARTICIPANTS (in alphabetical order): 

 Trevor Forsyth (TF), Sax Mason (SM), Pellegrini (EP) 

  

MENTIONNED (in alphabetical order): 

 John Allibon (JA) 

 Laurent Chapon (LC) 

 

GOALS:  

 status of Toolbar 

 first comments on  D19 program list 

 prepare for full meeting on 14/12/2012 

 

GENERAL:  

 SM gave a good overview of all the soft used for data processing on D19 that consists 

basically in : 

o MAD related software 

o in-house data processing software (rafub, retreat …) 

o external data processing software (shellx, dirax …) 

o software for connecting the aforementioned ones that consists mainly in data 

format converters 



D19 

 SM and EP discussed about the new D19 binary format. 

o Action: this should be further discussed between JA, LC and EP. 

 

TOOLBAR 

 SM suggested that rafub software should now be rename refub 

o Action: EP will rename rafub to refub 

 TF raised the point whether or not Winteracter is suited for designing the toolbar (EP 

agreed with this) 

o Action: LC and EP should decide whether or not the GUI part of the sxtalsoft 

project should keep on with using Winteracter or use another library 

(Qt,wxPython) 

 SM proposed that the toolbar should contain an initialization button that would creates 

automatically a workspace for the user with an instrument dependant directory 

architecture 

o Action: LC and EP should discuss about this as it may introduce some D19 

specificities in a design that has to be the most general as possible 

 SM should send to EP some of the software he would like to be introduced in the 

toolbar 

 TF suggested that the automatic installation should not replace the stable release of the 

toolbar. Thus, there should always be two versions of the toolbar: a release one and a 

development one that would be periodically and automatically updated. 

o Action: LC and EP should discuss how to build an efficient design for this 

 Actions:  

o EP and LC will have to install the 64 bit version of the toolbar on D19lnx 

o EP and LC still has to solve the issue concerning libjpeg8 that prevents currently a 

standard ubuntu installer to work on Suse 11.0 



MEETINGS 

 D19 team, LC and EP should meet before Christmas stop to have a data processing live 

session on D19 (session performed on a protein system) and to see how it fits with the 

current toolbar design 

 

 


